Used suzuki sv650

The Suzuki SV and variants are street motorcycles manufactured since for the international
market by the Suzuki Motor Corporation , featuring a mid-sized V-twin engine and medium
performance components. In , the Gladius name was discontinued and the model was reverted
to SV Suzuki introduced the SV in as a budget entry in the emerging naked bike market and
featured both naked and fully faired versions. The combination of light weight, rigid chassis,
strong handling, and the V-twin's strong mid-range torque appealed to beginner and
experienced riders alike. The SV was marketed as a bigger alternative to the second generation
SV The SV immediately became popular, but American buyers wanted the sportier 'S' version
that featured lower handlebars, higher foot pegs and a bikini fairing and windscreen, available
only in the European and Canadian markets. American magazines ran articles describing how to
import it into the United States. The SV with its relatively low purchase price and excellent
handling characteristics became popular with racers which prompted a rebirth of the
"lightweight twins" racing classes across North America and the SV began outselling the
Suzuki GS , Honda NT and Kawasaki Ninja R , which previously populated the class. The SVs
also supported some first generation parts like the rearsets and radiator. The different subframe
has year-specific parts, such as the rider seat, plastic frame covers, exhaust hanger brackets
and passenger pegs. This made flat footing easier for shorter riders. For , both SV and SVS
added dual spark plugs per cylinder, and an exhaust gas oxygen sensor on California models
for reduced emissions. An anti-lock braking system ABS was also added as an option. It meets
Euro 4 emission regulations. It has a new, slim, steel frame. Seat height is mm Fuel tank
capacity is It has twin front disc brakes, and new 39mm slimmer and lighter throttle bodies.
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more reliable alternative to the Italian v-twins, mostly the Ducati Monster. The Suzuki SV is
many things to many people, but in summary, the Suzuki SV is one of the most well-loved and
oft-missed motorcycles of all time. Motorcyclist, The SV is light, nimble, easy to ride,
predictable and fast. It also looks like a real motorcycle, with its frame and engine contributing

to its essential, functional style. Motorcycle Daily, But many including myself will admit they
look nice. So when the Suzuki SVX was released for , I thoughtâ€¦ time to bite the bullet and
maybe get a new motorcycle! Cycle World, Well, I am. I love learning and sharing what others
might find useful. There are a number of worthy alternatives to the SV All of these motorcycles
stand on their own two feet, and one in good condition will always be worthy of picking up. It
has a sweet exhaust note from a cc fuel-injected V-twin. It is slightly heavier than the SV kg for
the SVS, vs kg for the SVS of the same era, both weights fully fuelled but still handles similarly,
and has more than enough of a power upgrade to make up for it. The SV is just as reliable, too.
The main criticism of the SV per many owners is that they were an upgrade in the engine, but
still a cheap-feeling motorcycle. The Kawasaki Ninja not the or , both very different
four-cylinder, high-revving and high-horsepower machines is a similar motorcycle to the SV,
producing similar power from a comparable engine. That said, with a decent after-market
exhaust, it sounds good. It also has fewer gaskets to replace, fewer bolts to risk accidentally
stripping, and so on. The main differences between the Ninja and the SV, apart from the engine
configuration, is:. You will probably best choose between them on a test ride and seeing what
fits your frame best, based on availability. Each rider may have a personal favourite due to a
riding position or personal experience. I particularly loved the CBRF4i, and will soon be a proud
owner. The most notable difference is in how torque is created. The Suzuki SV produces slightly
more torque, and slightly lower in the rev range, compared to its cousins. You can see that the
SV gets near peak torque very quickly, and stays there. The GSX-R revs all the way past 15,rpm,
and since power is a function of speed and torque, the power keeps climbing too. This means
the GSX-R also has higher top speed. The Wee-strom has a slightly de-tuned SV motor in a
more upright chassis with wide handlebars. The Suzuki V-Strom is a favourite for long-distance
touring and light adventuring. It can do kms miles on a single tank! Later models are even good
for more serious adventuring, with better crash protection and bigger 19 inch spoked wheel
options. The body is also around 10kg 22 lbs heavier than the SVS. These V-Stroms have a
strong following as entry level adventure bikes. All of the generations of SV are good. This is
because of the way motorcycle prices tend to plateau. This was the SV that started it all. For
context, the first-generation SV was released in the era of speed wars between the Suzuki
Hayabusa vs the Honda Blackbird. Want to just get a Monster? See my complete model history
and buying guide. This is thanks to the way the torque is delivered, plus the stock gearing
ratios. It takes a LOT more torque and power to get closer to 3 seconds or under, not to mention
skills shifting and a track to do it on. The Suzuki SV was always a cheap and cheerful
motorcycle, giving huge bang for their buck. For this reason, a lot of old SVs have been abused
to a degree just by the normal learning curve of beginning riders. They almost definitely have
been dropped at low speeds or a standstill. The clutch has been abused from inexperience.
They might have been poorly maintained. Probably not. See my guide to testing an electrical
charging system. In , Suzuki updated their SV considerably. From , it will hang right near the
GSX-R The figures say the Gixxer is. Like the first-generation SV, most of these are getting long
in the tooth as of Apart from this, they were cheap to start with, and often recommended as a
first or second motorcycle depending on licensing restrictions in different countries. In Suzuki
replaced the SV with the disappointing SFV Gladius , a misfire that in every significant way
weight, performance, looks, and price was worse than the SV. Like your Uncle Carl who lives
out in your backyard in a rusting Airstream with a one-eyed pit bull named Slash, the less said
about the Gladius the better. So many people would never consider the Suzuki Gladius or SFV
as it was renamed in to be even the same motorcycle. Ostensibly it was supposed to replace the
SV, but the things that changed made it lose favour with the faithful were mostly aesthetic.
Regardless, it deserves a mention. For another, it was neither popular nor good enough to
reach cult status, which means nobody will lust after it. Maybe a little more. Fewer people will
look for them and lust after them. Great price. Just be warned: you might have to keep it, or
expect a loss. They kept it as light as possible, with the ABS model weighing basically what the
last model weighed, despite everything needed to keep it EURO 4 compliant. The electronics
they added to it are designed to make this user-friendly motorcycle even more user-friendly.
There are still a few features only available on the third-gen one though that make them
worthwhile. The only let down is that the torque is made higher up. Nobody would do it on
purpose. Perhaps an exhaust and remap would take care of it. The thing is, many of us want to
have frequent change in motorcycles. More comfort, more speed, power, more adventureâ€¦ just
something else. But I really often come across people who say how much they miss their old SV
Is it something you want? Rider, hacker, and self-taught everything. I have lived in a dozen
countries, speak almost as many languages, can deadlift a motorcycle, make a mean
cappuccino, and do one great card trick. What to look for, what to pay, and how to love one of
the most underpowered, misleadingly named, maddening, and greatest motorcycles of all time.
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The Suzuki SV was originally manufactured in was a street motorcycle with certain sporty
variants designed for increased speed and better handling. The SV started as an inexpensive
entry point into both the naked and sport motorcycle markets. Despite some differences
existing between specific models and between production generations, affordable Suzuki SV
bikes have some common basic features. All versions have six-speed transmissions. Also, they
all have dual millimetre floating disc front brakes and single millimetres disc rear brakes. The
gap between generations two and three exist because in , Suzuki replaced the naked version of
the SV with the SFV Gladius. However, in , the Gladius was discontinued and Suzuki reverted
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to : SVs in this generation measure millimetres by 74 millimetres by millimetres. They have The
bikes of this generation weight kilograms and have a litre fuel capacity. Second generation to :
Bikes in this generation vary in size, but a common size is millimetres by millimetres by
millimetres. SVSs are a bit larger, measuring at about millimetres by millimetres by millimetres.
They can reach top speeds of about kilometres per hour, weight approximately kilograms, and
have a litre fuel capacity Third generation to Present : This generation of the SV can reach top
speeds of up to kilometres per hour. Bikes typically weigh about kilograms and have a They
measure at millimetres by millimetres by millimetres. They are: SV This is the standard version
of the bike. It has the features mentioned above. It's built for speed. Unlike the standard version,
it has a wind screen meant to protect the rider from powerful winds when riding at high speed. It
only appears in the bike's third generation.

